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9]. Such techniques can fail with a lack of texture
information. The third category depends on linking point
trajectories in sparse number of locations [10-13] using
algorithms like optical flow for example. The drawback of
this technique appears when there are static objects that do
not move throughout the video. Among these three broad
categories reside supplementary techniques like spectral
clustering [14, 15], Fisher vector [16, 17], and supervoxels
and hierarchical image segmentation [5, 15, 18-20].
Viewed from an alternative perspective, some literature
focuses on spatio-temporal clustering that groups objects
based on their spatial and temporal similarities. This kind of
research has been applied to data that includes geographic
environmental information or weather data clustering over
time, such as in [21, 22]. In these techniques, a baseline
dataset is obtained by which to compare subsequent datasets
in order to identify significant changes in spatio-temporal
clustering. However, these spatio-temporal clustering
techniques have not been employed for the purpose of object
detection in video frames.
Among the previously discussed techniques, several have
been developed to detect objects in still images, but are
useful when extended to detect objects in videos [1]. Some
techniques involved video clips that were carefully cropped
around interested action [1]. Other techniques can be applied
to videos in a spatio-temporal manner but require costly
computation. Most of the time, when machine learning
techniques are employed in spatio-temporal detection, entire
video frames are needed in the training stage to learn from,
and to tune the machine learning algorithm parameters. In
this work, the proposed 3D object detection relies on online,
unsupervised learning algorithm; k-means [23], where the
frames are clustered as we receive them and results are
immediately provided. Our algorithm firstly pre-processes
the Kinect input frames by back-projecting the mapped depth
frame with the color frame into 3D world space, and
converting the RGB color frame provided by Kinect into
HunterLab color space [24-26], resulting in 3D colored
cloud points. Subsequently, the cloud points’ normal vectors
are calculated. Finally, the cloud points are fed into the
clustering algorithm to detect different objects in the scene
based on three prepared features of the points: position, color
and normal vectors. This process is performed without the
need to compute the optical flow on each frame or track the
bounding boxes of the objects per frames. In addition, the
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framework in order to detect scene objects. The framework
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Automatically analyzing events and detecting objects in
videos is not a trivial task [1, 2]. Challenges with automatic
object detection include, changes in camera location,
changes in scene illumination throughout the video frames,
changes in the scene viewpoint, finding good cues to
distinguish and detect the objects, introduction of objects
occlusion or deformation, and the huge search space for
tracking the detected objects bounding boxes over the video
frames, among others.
Partitioning a sequence of images into coherent regions
using motion cues and image features is referred to as spatiotemporal segmentation. Advances in two algorithms are key
reasons behind the recent progress in spatio-temporal
recognition [1], namely the optical flow [3] and feature
pooling methods [4]. The techniques that are used to spatiotemporally detect objects in videos can be categorized into
three broad categories. The first category includes
generalization of graph-based image segmentation into
temporal segmentation [2, 5, 6]. However, a general
drawback of this category is the graph size, which depends
on the number of pixels in the video. The second category
includes global motion models that segment the motion in
layers where at each layer the motion can be recognized [71550-6037/15 $31.00 © 2015 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/iV.2015.80
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whole video frames are not needed and the detection is done
in real time.
II.

uniform [27]. The problematic emphasis of the illumination
that we have with RGB representation is reduced with this
Lab depiction, whereas perceptual uniformity sought by Lab
color space deals more effectively with high illumination
variability [28, 29]. Therefore, the Euclidian distance
between two different colors represented in Lab is
proportional to the different between them perceived by the
eye [30]. The mapping from RGB to Lab is done through
intermediate system XYZ derived from RGB using the
following equations [24]:
ܺ
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METHODS

A. Input
Kinect camera version 2 provides the input as color
frame and depth frame, with 30 frames per second (fps) rate,
albeit with the different resolutions, 1920×1080, for the color
frame; and 512×424, for depth frame. After aligning the two
frames, cloud points data piÆ0:n can be obtained where each
point is described with 6 parameters: 3 parameters, x y z, for
the position and 3 parameters, R G B, for the color:
 ൌ ሺܤܩܴݖݕݔሻ்
(1)
We preprocess the input in such a way that allows us to
cluster the scene into a number of distinct objects. The three
steps involved in preprocessing are: back-projecting the
points into 3D world space, mapping the color into
HunterLab space (which we refer to as Lab in the rest of the
paper), and finding the 3D points normal vectors.

ξ
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(5)
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After this mapping, each point in the point cloud data
piÆ0:n is described as in (6):
(6)
 ൌ ሺܾܽܮݖݕݔሻ்

B. Preprocessing step

3) Normal calculation: Every point in the points cloud
can be described using 9 parameters by adding the normal
vector (nx ny nz) to the description of pi as in the following
vector:
(7)
 ൌ ሺܾ݊ܽܮݖݕݔ௫ ݊௬ ݊௭ ሻ்
Normal vectors are calculated by using the neighboring
information in the 3D cloud of points.

1) Back-projecting the depth frame into 3D world
coordinate: The Kinect input x, y, and z parameters are
actually the color frame or the image 2D coordinates x and y
along with the depth frame z data associated with them. To
get an accurate 3D position of each point in the color frame,
the 2D position is back-projected using the z data and the
Kinect camera intrinsic parameters to obtain the correct
cloud points 3D positions in the real world coordinate.
Kinect captures depth in the range 0.4m to 4.5m. Points
with no depth information are discarded and not included in
the cloud points.

C. Clustering step
The aim of this step is to divide the points in the cloud
into different clusters; each cluster represents an object in the
scene. Each clustering technique depends on similarity
measure between the input instances that allow for
classification [31]. While more information about the points
is provided to us using Kinect, e.g. the color and the normal,
we extend the clustering algorithm similarity measure by
considering the color difference and the angular difference
between the points’ normal vectors in addition to the
Euclidean distance between them.

2) Converting the color frame into Lab color space: The
Kinect color data is provided in an RGB format which is not
perceptually uniform. This nonuniformity indicates that the
RGB color is affected by environmental illumination, so that
there is variation in the components values of two points
having the exact same physical color. This variation
depends on the points locations with respect to the light
source in the scene. Thus, RGB is not suited color space to
determine the differences between colors. Furthermore,
perceived color differences is disproportional based on
Euclidean distance between two RGB colors. To overcome
this problem, RGB colors are mapped into the Lab color
space. Lab or originally HunterLab color space [24], having
its final formula released in 1966 by scientists who worked
on uniform color space, is based on the color-opponent
theory. Here, the dimension L is for lightness, and
dimensions a and b are for the color-opponent. L represents
light vs. dark, a represents red vs. green, and b represents
yellow vs. blue as shown in Fig. 1. One can think of a and b
coordinates as indirectly reflect hue and chroma but are
difficult to interpret separately. This color space is visually

Figure 1. Lab color space illustration.
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the last second. The resulted clusters represent 3D objects in
the scene. Eventually, each cluster contains points of object
that have similar color, normal vector, and position in the
scene. The results are obtained in real time, without the need
to have all the frames beforehand to cluster one frame
objects.
To obtain real time feedback using CPU computation,
parallel processing is employed. In the proposed system, we
reduce the computational time from 2 minutes per frame by
using single-thread, to 2 fps by using the multiple threads.
Hence, parallel processing is used as multiple threads
algorithms. More specifically, several threads are used for
creating the cloud points, calculating the points’ normal,
mapping to Lab color space, and clustering using k-means
algorithm. This is done by using Microsoft API of multithread computation which is useful for parallelization of
loops [33]. The used hardware is CPU: Intel Xenon E5 2630
(15 MB Cache, and support 12 thread, 6 cores) with 32 GB
RAM.

One of the well-known clustering algorithms is k-means.
The k-means clustering algorithm is an unsupervised
learning approach used to classify the points into different
clusters. Initially, each cluster is represented by a center, also
called a seed, and the initialization of these centers affects
the algorithm final results. Having the clusters initial centers,
each point in the cloud is assigned to the cluster with the
closest center using a specific similarity measure like
Euclidian distance. Then, the center positions are recalculated by averaging the points that were assigned to their
clusters. The process is iterative until the centers are
stabilized.
In 2007, a smart automatic seeding technique, called kmeans++ that depends on point distribution was proposed by
[32]. By using k-means++ algorithm, the first of the k initial
centers is randomly chosen from points cloud. Each
remaining initial center is chosen with probability
proportional to its contribution to the overall clustering using
the set of chosen centers up to this point. More information
about k-means++ algorithm can be found in [32]. We use kmeans++ only to automatically obtain the centers from the
first frame of Kinect input at the beginning.
Euclidian distance between points is a very useful
similarity measure in many clustering algorithms including
k-means. To consider the color difference of these points
while clustering each frame cloud points, the Lab value is
incorporated in the Euclidian distance between any two
points pi and pj as defined in (8):
ଶ
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III.

To demonstrate the power of the proposed hybrid
similarity measure, initial experimentation is done on a 3D
cube cloud of points captured by Kinect. This captured cube
has a different color for each face. We used k-means
clustering algorithm to test the proposed similarity measure.
The k-means centers were initialized by k-means++
algorithm. Incorporating the color information and the
normal vectors information enhanced the clustering such
that each resulting cluster’s points have similar color and
normal vectors as shown in Fig. 2 in addition to be placed
closely in space. Therefore, we can say that the best
clustering which clusters the scene’s points into meaningful
objects and distinguishes their points based on their
similarity was achieved by using proposed similarity
measure of points’ position, color and normal vectors. The
difference between clustering by considering the position
and color (Fig. 2.e) verses considering the position, color
and normal vector (Fig. 2.f) in the cube example is subtle
because the points that have one color have very similar
normal vectors (points of one face of the cube).
In the second experimentation, we captured the Kinect
video frames in real time. The used values for  and  are 
[ א0.01, 0.032] and  [ א0.0001, 0.001] in the second
through the fourth experiments. The seeds are obtained from
the first frame using k-means++ algorithm. In Fig. 3.d, the
first frame points are clustered using the proposed
framework into 8 clusters. Then, at each following selected
frame, we cluster based on the previous frame centers,
yielding spatio-temporal object detection in the scene in real
time. At iteration number 10 shown in Fig. 3.d, clustering
using 8 centers resulted in detecting 9 objects in the scene
including: the wall and table, the cup, the cup lid, the cube,
the perfume bottle, the perfume cover, the ball, and the
router. Here, one cluster represents two objects (the wall and
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(8)

Where the scale  insures that geometric distance and color
distance between two points are in the same order of
magnitude.
We then define our new hybrid similarity measure as a
function f of two terms; one for the Euclidian distance, d,
between two points pi and pj and the other for the angle, ,
between the normal vectors of pi and pj, as described in (9):
݂൫ ǡ  ൯ ൌ ݀൫ ǡ  ൯  ߣ൫ͳ െ   ߐሺ݊ ǡ ݊ ሻ൯ (9)
The value of f is increased when the value of the second
term increases, as a result of the angle  increase.
Consequently, only d affects the value of f as a result of any
two points having the same surface normal, as this causes the
second term to become zero. The  parameter is a weighting
factor controls the effect of the angle ,  value is determined
according to the features of objects inside the scene. This
proposed function f satisfies the properties of a distance
function in a metric space, as proven in Appendix 1.
By having the first frame initial centers and using this
hybrid similarity measure as described above, we start the kmeans clustering process. Out of the 30 fps provided by
Kinect, we use the first frame of each half second and
discard the rest, resulting in utilizing 2 fps: frame #1 and
#16. In the first frame of first second, using the automatically
suggested centers by k-means++ algorithm, we cluster the
cloud points of the first frame and find the position of the
new centers by averaging individual cluster points. The new
centers are carried into the next selected frame at half second
step to cluster its points, and the same process is repeated to
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using. This introduces a methodological uniqueness in the
proposed framework. Differences between the two color
spaces CIE L*a*b* and HunterLab are very subtle but can
be found in [38]. We found HunterLab color space more
tolerable with the noisy Kinect input as opposed to CIE
L*a*b*.

the area under the table). Fig. 3.e shows the detected objects
of the same scene but using 10 centers and after 100
iterations. Hence, 11 objects are identified including: the
wall (3 clusters based on the orientation), the table, under
the table, the cup, the cup lid, the cube, the perfume bottle,
the ball, and the router. In Fig. 3.d and 3.e, the black cup lid
is distinguishable from the dark navy cup. The perfume
bottle cover is identified as well in Fig. 3.d. Also, in Fig. 3.d
we can see a leakage in the cup cluster that is due to the
concentrated shade in the corner which we don’t have in
other locations in the scene. In fact, the number of iterations
in Fig. 3.d is 10. Therefore, this leakage will fade away after
more iterations as in Fig. 3.e. Using another number of
clusters, 10, as in Fig. 3.e, and at frame number 100, we can
see that the scene objects are clearly identifiable. Moreover,
the wall is segmented into three parts based on depth and
orientation. As demonstrated in this experiment, it is very
important to mention that the object detection results of the
proposed framework depend on two major factors: the
recommended initial location of the centers by k-means++
algorithm, and the number of frames or iterations that the
framework is running on. Each frame corresponds to one kmeans clustering iteration, the more iteration we have, the
more stable the results. The initial centers will eventually
converge to locations that best segment the scene points into
objects influenced by their colors, orientations and
locations.
In the third experiment, we run the proposed framework
and moved the Kinect to see if the spatially detected objects
are temporally consistent. The results are shown in Fig. 4.
Having some objects in the scene in all frames but in
different spatial locations of the frame by moving the
camera around, the system still recognizes same objects
temporally in the different frames.
In the fourth experiment, we introduced a moving
subject into the scene and examined the extent of the system
recognition. As shown in Fig. 5, the moving subject is
recognized based on his location from the camera in the
scene (depth values) and the clothing color (Lab values).
Since the motion from one frame to another is minimal,
the centers that we carry from one frame to the following
frame play the role of temporal linkage between frames.
Clustering using these centers will produce consistent
spatial clusters using the proposed similarity measure which
is based on the described features: color, position and
orientation.
To the authors’ best knowledge, this is the first 4D
automatic, unsupervised and real time spatio-temporal object
detection. Other works [34-36] are based on video 2D frames
only. Moreover, Lab color space is used extensively in food
production standards, monitoring and research [27]. In spite
of object detection research, such a color space has not been
used before. The only usage for Lab color space in computer
vision was reported in registration related work [37] and the
actual used color space in the cited work is the CIE L*a*b*
color space as opposed to HunterLab color space that we are

IV.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed an automatic, unsupervised
spatio-temporal object detection framework using RGB-D
cameras. The proposed framework has proven to spatially
detect 3D objects in different scenes. The detected objects
are temporally consistence, yielding 4D object detection.
Results are provided in real time. The proposed framework
can be applied to any object detection application in the
fields of robotics, vision, or for surveillance and monitoring.
The accuracy of object detection in the proposed method is
leveraged through the use of local and global, spatial and
temporal information. The local information is encoded by
detecting the objects as spatial clusters with respect to their
location, color, and orientation in one frame. The global
information is merged into the detection by passing the
clustering centers from one frame to the following frame in a
temporal fashion. Our future work includes leveraging the
GPU computation power to cluster all the 30 fps provided by
Kinect rather than only utilizing 2 fps, comparing between
different clustering algorithms, adding semantic to the
detection, and finding moving objects trajectories.
APPENDIX 1
The proposed distance measure, f, which combines the
position and color Euclidean distance with the angle between
normal vectors of two points, satisfies the three properties of
the distance function d in a metric space, which are
reflexivity, symmetry, and triangle inequality.
The reflexivity property implies that the distance between
two points, x and y, is always nonnegative and can be zero if
and only if x equals y: d(x, y)  0. The proposed measure f
satisfies the reflexivity according to the following proof.
First, if x  y, then the Euclidian distance between them is
positive, and the value of the angular term in f is always
positive because the range of the cosine is from -1 to 1,
which leads to the positive range of the angular term from
zero to 2. Secondly, if x = y, the Euclidian distance between
them is zero and the angle  between their normal vectors
also equals zero. The angular term as well as the distance
term become zero resulting in d(x, x) + (1-cos 0) = 0. Thus,
the proposed measure satisfies the reflexivity.
The symmetry property guarantees that d(x, y) = d(y, x).
The symmetry property holds for f since the Euclidian
distance between the two points x and y and the angle
between their normal vectors don’t change regardless of the
starting point. Here, d(x, y)+(1-cos ) = d(y, x)+(1-cos )
and therefore f(x, y) = f(y, x).
The
triangle
inequality
implies
that
d(x, z)  d(x, y) + d(y, z). We can show this property holds
true for the proposed measure f by using the previous two
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properties as follows: by the reflexivity propriety we have
d(x, y) + (1-cos ))  0. By using the symmetry propriety,
2(d(x, y) + (1-cos )) can be rewritten as (d(x, y) +
(1-cos )) + (d(y, x) + (1-cos )). The triangular inequality
implies that (d(x, y) + (1-cos )) + (d(y, x) + (1-cos )) 
d(x, x) + (1-cos ). Here, the right hand side is equal to 0 by
reflexivity propriety, and thus we have d(x, y) + (1-cos ) +
d(y, x) + (1-cos )  d(x, x) + (1-cos ).
Thus, f satisfies properties of metric space distance
function .
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Figure 2. Using k-means clustering on a cube: a) Innitial point cloud captured by Kinect. b) After Lab color transformation. c) Locating the k = 4 centers
using k-means++. d) K-means clustering using thee position Euclidian distance only. e) K-means clustering using the posittion and the color Euclidian
distance as given in Eq.8 with  = 0.032. f) K-means cclustering using the position and the color Euclidian distance along with
h the normal vector as given in
Eq.9 with  = 0.5.

Figure 3. a, b, and c) The captured scene Kinect coolor frame in RGB, in Lab, and depth frame, respectively. d) The 3D clu
ustered point cloud using k=8
clusters and detecting 9 objectss. e) The 3D clustered point cloud using k=10 clusters and detecting 11 objects.

Figure 4. Moving the Kinect camera experiment. In 1 and 3, the captured scene Kinect color frame and depth frame; 2, the color
c
frame in Lab space; 4, the
3D clustered point cloud. a) Using k=5 clusters, thhe scene objects are identified as in a.4: the board, the wall with the book
k shelves, items in the book
shelves, the manikin, and the computer. The manikiin head and hand are distinguished from the rest of the body because of their color difference. b) By
moving Kinect to the right, the clusters are spatiallyy consistent with previous frame. c) By rotating Kinect, the system still recognizes the same objects
temporally.

Figure 5. Introducing moving subject in the scene exp
xperiment. In 1 and 3, the captured scene Kinect color frame and depth frame;
fr
2, the color frame in Lab
space; 4, the 3D clustered point cloud. a) Using k=5 clusters, the scene objects are identified as in a.4: the board, the backgro
ound wall as two clusters, the
manikin, and the desk. The manikin head and hand aare distinguished from the rest of the body because of their color differen
nce. b) Subject in the right is
entering the scene and gets identified and clustered wiith the closest cluster, the green. Note that the previously clustered objeccts are spatially consistent with
previous frame. c) Another frame where the subject iss still moving, head and hands started to be recognized as the subject mo
oving closer to the camera due
to their color differencce. In addition, the system still recognizes the same objects temporally.
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